Revisiting the density scaling of the non-interacting kinetic energy
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Scaling relations play an important role in the understanding and development of approximate functionals in density functional theory. Recently, a number of these relationships have been redefined in terms of the Kohn–Sham orbitals [Calderón, Phys. Rev. A 86, 032510 (2013)]. For density scaling the author proposed a procedure involving a multiplicative scaling of the Kohn–Sham orbitals whilst keeping their occupation numbers fixed. In the present work, the differences between this scaling with fixed occupation numbers and that of previous works, where the particle number change implied by the scaling was accommodated through the use of the grand canonical ensemble, are examined. We introduce the terms orbital and ensemble density scaling for these approaches, respectively. The natural ambiguity of the density scaling for the non-interacting kinetic energy functional is examined and the ancillary definitions implicit in each approach are highlighted and compared. As a consequence of these differences, Calderón recovered a homogeneity of degree 1 for the non-interacting kinetic energy functional under orbital scaling, contrasting recent work by the present authors [J. Chem. Phys. 136, 034101 (2012)] where the functional was found to be inhomogeneous under ensemble density scaling. Furthermore, we show that the orbital scaling result follows directly from the linearity and the single-particle nature of the kinetic energy operator. The inhomogeneity of the non-interacting kinetic energy functional under ensemble density scaling can be quantified by defining an effective homogeneity. This quantity is shown to recover the homogeneity values for important approximate forms that are exact for limiting cases such as the uniform electron gas and one-electron systems. We argue that the ensemble density scaling offers more insight for the development of new functional forms.

1 Introduction and Background

In density functional theory (DFT), significant insight has been gained by studying the behaviour of functionals under scaling procedures. The derived properties have played a key role as exact conditions for the development of new approximations, which are now commonly used in the Kohn–Sham (KS) scheme. Recently, Calderón has suggested that many of these scaling relations can be unified by considering the scaling of quantities entering the Kohn–Sham equations. However, for the case of scalings which do not preserve the particle number, the generalization proposed in Ref. is different to those used in earlier works.

In the present article we compare and contrast these different definitions and, in particular, their implications for the behaviour of the non-interacting kinetic energy functional of central importance in DFT. In the remainder of this section we briefly review the commonly used scaling relations and their unification in terms of Kohn–Sham orbital scalings as put forth in Ref. We compare this with previously used interpretations and discuss the concept of homogeneity. In Section 2 we focus on the implications of each approach for the properties of their associated non-interacting kinetic energy functionals. Finally, in Section 3 we make some concluding remarks.

1.1 Scaling Relations

The most commonly used scaling is uniform coordinate scaling
\[ \rho_\eta(r) = \eta^3 \rho(\eta r), \]
where \( \eta \) is a scalar that multiplies the electronic coordinates \( r \). The pre-factor maintains the normalization of the electronic density
\[ \int \rho_\eta(r) \, dr = \int \rho(r) \, dr = N, \]
where \( N \) is the number of electrons. Generalizations of this approach to non-uniform scaling of the coordinates have also been explored.

A number of alternative scaling relations that do change the normalization of the electronic density, have been proposed. Liu and Parr introduced the concept of density scaling,
\[ \rho_\gamma(r) = \gamma \rho(r), \]
as a means to analyse density functionals. We also note that more recently Perdew et al proposed another scaling relation\(^\ddagger\).

\begin{equation}
\rho_\zeta(r) = \zeta^2 \rho(\zeta^{1/3} r).
\end{equation}

This scaling has been utilized to understand the behaviour of density-functional approximations in the nuclear charge \(Z \to \infty\) limit.

### 1.2 Homogeneity of Density Functionals

The concept of homogeneity has turned out to be a useful concept in the context of scaling procedures.\(^\ddagger\) A functional, \(X[\rho]\), is said to be homogenous of degree \(m\) in coordinate scaling if it satisfies the relationship

\begin{equation}
X[\rho_\eta] = \eta^m X[\rho],
\end{equation}

where \(\rho_\eta\) is defined in Eq. (1). For \(m \neq 0\) the degree of homogeneity under coordinate scaling may be expressed using the equivalent integral expression

\begin{equation}
m = \frac{\int \rho(r) \cdot \nabla \left( \frac{\delta X[\rho]}{\delta \rho}(r) \right) \, dr}{X[\rho]}.
\end{equation}

Similarly, a functional is said to be homogenous of degree \(k\) in density scaling if it satisfies the relationship

\begin{equation}
X[\rho_\gamma] = \gamma^k X[\rho],
\end{equation}

where \(\rho_\gamma\) is defined in Eq. (3). For \(k \neq 0\) the degree of homogeneity in density scaling may be expressed using the integral expression

\begin{equation}
k = \frac{\int \rho(r) \frac{\delta X[\rho]}{\delta \rho}(r) \, dr}{X[\rho]}.
\end{equation}

For local density functionals such as the Dirac exchange functional or the Thomas–Fermi kinetic energy functional the notions of density and coordinate scaling are connected via the homogeneity.\(^\ddagger\) If a local functional is homogeneous of degree \(m\) under coordinate scaling then it is also homogenous of degree \(k = (m + 3)/3\) under density scaling. However, beyond these purely local functionals this relation breaks down, meaning that a functional may be homogeneous under one type of scaling and not the other. Therefore, at the generalized gradient approximation level and beyond, density scaling relations can offer useful additional constraints for the development of practical approximations. For a recent example utilizing this information for approximate non-interacting kinetic energy density functionals see Ref. \(^?\). Recently, L ricchia et al. have also assessed new functionals using scaling relations.\(^?\) Finally, we note that for local and semi-local density-functional approximations the functional derivatives in Eqs. (6) and (8) are well defined. However, this may not be the case for the exact quantities. We discuss this issue in more detail for the non-interacting kinetic energy functional in Section 2.2.

### 1.3 Kohn–Sham Orbital Based Scaling Relations

Recently, the scaling relations in Eqs. (1), (3) and (4) were generalised\(^?\), and expressed in terms of scaled KS orbitals (see Eq. (7) in Ref. \(^?\)).

\begin{equation}
\phi^{(i)}_{\gamma \eta mp}(r) = \gamma^{m/2} \phi_i(\eta^{3/2} r),
\end{equation}

where \(\phi_i(r)\) are the KS orbitals and \(\gamma, \eta, m\) and \(p\) are real numbers. Although for specific parameter values this definition reduces to the aforementioned scaling relations, it also leads to an ambiguity.

As a case in point consider, for example, that in Ref. \(^?\) the Kohn–Sham orbitals were scaled whilst keeping the orbital occupation numbers fixed. Alternatively, in Ref. \(^?\) we considered expressions based on the ensemble Kohn–Sham approach, in which the occupation numbers change to accommodate the density scaling. Both of these definitions go beyond the scope of the original definition in Eq. (3), which was defined without further reference to the Kohn–Sham system. To distinguish the approaches we will refer to Eq. (3) as density scaling, Eq. (9) as orbital scaling and the scaling of Ref. \(^?\) based on the ensemble Kohn–Sham approach as ensemble density scaling.

The functionals within each approach are intrinsically different. This is clear if one considers their domains; in the ensemble approach the domains of the non-interacting kinetic energy and exchange–correlation functionals are the ensemble-representable densities, whereas in the orbital scaling approach the domain of the associated functionals is that of densities which can be associated with the ground state of a renormalized pure state Kohn–Sham system.

### 2 Non-interacting kinetic energy

The non-interacting kinetic energy functional plays a key role in KS-DFT where it is expressed as an implicit functional of the density via the Kohn–Sham orbitals. It is also of key importance for orbital-free density-functional methods where explicit density-functional approximations for this quantity are required. The properties of this functional have, however, proved controversial in the literature.

In their initial work Liu and Parr\(^?\) concluded that the non-interacting kinetic energy \(T_\zeta[\rho]\), as a functional of the density, is homogeneous of degree \(k = 1\) under density scaling. However, later the proof was shown not to hold\(^?\). Chan and Handy\(^2\) also showed that a functional, homogeneous of degree \(k = 1\) under density scaling, does not satisfy the Lieb–Thirring bound\(^?\) and they further established that \(T_\zeta[\rho]\) is inhomogeneous under density scaling, i.e. there does not exist a unique \(k\) that satisfies Eq. (8). The authors anticipated this result by highlighting that, although the scaling procedure is...
defined by a simple scaling relation, the relation that maps the eigenstates to the density is highly non-linear. Another strong indication of the inhomogeneity of $T_s[\rho]$ is given by the Thomas–Fermi and von Weizsäcker functionals. Both are exact for certain limits \(^7\) and both satisfy Eq. (7) for different values of $k$: 5/3 for the former and 1 for the latter.

Recently, the debate over the homogeneity of non-interacting kinetic energy functional has been re-opened with a new orbital scaling based derivation, leading to the conclusion that the functional is homogeneous of degree 1 in density \(^5\). This conclusion is in sharp contrast to our own work in the context of ensemble density scaling \(^7\), which leads to the conclusion that the non-interacting kinetic energy functional is inhomogenous. We now consider how these two approaches lead to such different conclusions.

### 2.1 Orbital Scaling

First we consider the homogeneity properties under orbital scaling with constrained orbital occupation numbers as envisaged in Ref. \(^1\). The scaling in Eq. (9) for $p = 0$ and $m = 0$

$$\phi_i^{(\gamma)}(r) = \gamma^{1/2} \phi_i(r),$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

leads to a scaled density consistent with Eq. (3). When applied to the definition of the non-interacting kinetic energy for a pure state

$$T_s[\rho] = \min_{\{\phi\}} -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} n_i \int \phi_i^*(r) \nabla^2 \phi_i(r) dr,$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

where $n_i$ are the occupation numbers. Implementing the constraints through Lagrangian multipliers the expression becomes

$$T_s[\rho] = \min_{\{\phi\}} \left\{ -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} n_i \int \phi_i^*(r) \nabla^2 \phi_i(r) dr + \int v(\rho) \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} n_i |\phi_i(r)|^2 - \rho_i(r) \right) dr - \sum_{i=1}^{N} n_i e_i[\rho] \left( \int |\phi_i(r)|^2 dr - \gamma \right) \right\},$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

In Ref. \(^1\) it was observed that scaling the orbitals in Eq. (12) yields

$$T_s[\rho] = \gamma T_s[\rho],$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)

implying a homogeneity of degree $k = 1$.

Alternatively the same result ($k = 1$) can be understood by evaluating the right hand side of Eq. (11) at the minimising orbitals. Then

$$T_s[\rho] = \langle \Phi | \hat{T} | \Phi \rangle,$$  \hspace{1cm} (14)

where $\Phi$ is a Slater determinant formed from the KS orbitals. Since under the present scaling the KS potential remains unaffected, as can be seen in Eqns. (19), (60), (61) and (62) of Ref. \(^1\), it follows that for the scaled Slater determinant $\Phi$, built from the scaled KS orbitals

$$T_s[\rho] = \langle \Phi | \hat{T} | \Phi \rangle = \gamma \langle \Phi | \hat{T} | \Phi \rangle = \gamma T_s[\rho],$$  \hspace{1cm} (15)

where $\hat{T}$ is the kinetic energy operator and where we have used the fact that this is a linear one-electron operator. To the best of our knowledge the orbital scaling with constrained occupation number is unlike the procedure originally envisaged by Liu and Parr.

While the scaling in Eq. (10) is interesting in its own way, we have to bear in mind that the constraint on the orbital occupation numbers goes beyond the original density scaling and that it requires the generalised definition of the non-interacting kinetic energy Eq. (12). It is worth pointing out that although Eq. (12) affects the Levy–Lieb (LL) definition only at densities when $\gamma \neq 1$, where the LL functional assumes the value $+\infty$, it has not been shown that the generalisation procedure itself (the introduction of Lagrangian multipliers) does not affect the homogeneity.

### 2.2 Ensemble Density Scaling

Now we turn our attention to the homogeneity of $T_s[\rho]$ under the ensemble density scaling of Ref. \(^1\) (where we do not constrain the occupation numbers). This procedure remains within the usual LL definition of the non-interacting kinetic energy. To evaluate the functional derivative in Eq. (8) at integer particle numbers we consider the grand canonical ensemble picture. \(^7\) This is the most natural way to include the change in particle number implied by the changing normalisation under density scaling. Similar to Chan and Handy, \(^7\) we consider the definition

$$T_s[\rho] = \min_{\hat{T}} \int \hat{T} \hat{r},$$  \hspace{1cm} (16)

where

$$\hat{r} = \sum_{i} f_i |\Psi_i\rangle \langle \Psi_i|,$$  \hspace{1cm} (17)

and where $|\Psi_i\rangle$ are the eigenstates of the non-interacting effective Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian. From Lieb’s universal density functional applied to ensembles \(^7\) in the special case of non-interacting particles it follows that Eq. (16) is equivalent to

$$T_s[\rho] = \max_{\hat{T}} \int \hat{H}_{KS} - \int \rho(r) v(r) dr,$$  \hspace{1cm} (18)

where $\hat{H}_{KS} = \hat{T} + \hat{V}$ is the non-interacting effective Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian with $\hat{T}$ and $\hat{V} = \sum_i v(r_i)$ are the kinetic and...
potential energy operators forming the non-interacting Hamiltonian with external potential \( v(r) \), respectively. At the maximising potential \( v_s(r) \) this becomes

\[
T_s[\rho] = \min \mathrm{Tr} \hat{T} - \int (\rho(r) - \rho^s(r)) v_s(r) \mathrm{d}r, \tag{19}
\]

where \( \rho^s(r) \) is the density of the density matrix \( \hat{T} \) and \( \rho(r) \) the input density, at which the functional is evaluated. The minimising density matrix \( \hat{T}_0 \) yields the KS orbitals and the input density, corresponding to the effective potential \( v_s(r) \).

We note that for a fractional number of electrons between the integer particle numbers \( N \) and \( N + 1 \) the non-interacting kinetic energy may be expressed in terms of the resulting one-electron KS orbitals and occupation numbers. See, for example, Refs. \(^?\) for further discussion and examples of practical calculations that utilize this mapping in the context of unrestricted KS theory.

At integer particle numbers the ensemble reduces to a pure state and the optimisation problem in Eq. (19) can be solved by using the Wu–Yang approach \(^?\). The KS orbitals and energies obtained from this procedure can then be used to evaluate \( T_s[\rho] \) and its functional derivative with the King–Handy expression \(^?\)

\[
v_{T_s}(r) = \sum_i \left[ -\frac{1}{2} \phi_i(r) \nabla^2 \phi_i(r) - \epsilon_i \phi_i^2(r) \right] \frac{1}{\rho(r)} + \mu, \tag{20}
\]

where \( \epsilon_i \) are KS orbital energies and where \( \mu \) is the Lagrangian multiplier in the DFT Euler equation

\[
\frac{\delta T_s[\rho]}{\delta \rho} + v_s(r) = \mu. \tag{21}
\]

Note that the King–Handy expression does not require further generalization to account for fractional occupations when employed on integer. However, the ensemble density-functional context of the approach becomes relevant when one considers the possible values for \( \mu \). The literature on the choice of \( \mu \) is abundant, the consensus however is (and has now been for many years) to relate it to the chemical potential \(^?\) \(^?\) \(^?\) \(^?\) .

With superscripts added to indicate the electron deficient and electron abundant side of the integer, this means \( \mu^- = -\frac{1}{2} \) and \( \mu^+ = s - N \), respectively \(^?\). These limiting values arise naturally from the fact that the ensemble ground state energy is piecewise linear as a function of the number of electrons \(^?\).

There does however remain a further subtle issue; the identification of the function \( v_{T_s}(r) \) with the functional derivative of the non-interacting kinetic energy relies on the Euler equation, which assumes the differentiability of \( T_s[\rho] \) as defined by Eq. (19). This functional is equivalent to the Lieb functional, \( T_L \), at zero electronic interaction strength \(^?\). Lammert has shown \(^?\) that unfortunately it is certainly not differentiable in the normal Gâteaux sense and its convexity and lower semi-continuity are not sufficient to ensure this property. The possibility that the functional is well behaved on dom \( T_L \) does however remain open. Very recently Kvaal \textit{et al.} have presented a solution to this long standing issue using the Moreau envelope \(^?\) , a concept from convex analysis. Within this framework differentiability is restored for a regularized functional for a finite but arbitrarily small regularization parameter, for further detailed discussion see Ref. \(^?\).

Here we have followed the arguments of King and Handy \(^?\) in identifying the function of Eq. (20) with the functional derivative of \( T_s \), this may be valid only in some (as yet to be determined) restricted sense – however, a Moreau-Yosida regularized version of this functional can be defined as prescribed in Ref. \(^?\) and its derivative coincides with the function of Eq. (20) for all practical purposes as the regularization parameter is taken to be very small. Furthermore, even in the absence of regularization, we have verified numerically for standard density-functional approximations that when the function in the first term of Eq. (20) is evaluated it has the same shape as \( -v_s \), which would be expected based on the Euler Eq. (21). Throughout this work we have therefore made the usual assumption that this function can be identified with the functional derivative, and it is justified to write an Euler equation such as Eq. (21).

Since the value of \( \mu \) (and similarly the function \( v_{T_s}(r) \)) is not uniquely defined at integer numbers of particles we must consider how this affects our definition of the homogeneity of a functional. On the electron deficient side of the integer we define the effective homogeneity under density scaling as

\[
k^- = \lim_{\delta \to 0} f \frac{\int v_{T_s}^{(N-\delta)}(r) \rho(r) \mathrm{d}r}{T_s[\rho]}, \tag{22}
\]

where \( \delta \) is a small positive number and on the electron abundant side a similar quantity \( k^+ \) is considered

\[
k^+ = \lim_{\delta \to 0} f \frac{\int v_{T_s}^{(N+\delta)}(r) \rho(r) \mathrm{d}r}{T_s[\rho]}. \tag{23}
\]

From a functional development perspective it is interesting to consider the average \( k^\text{av} = k^- + k^+ \) because whilst the exact functional is not differentiable at the integer commonly utilized approximations are, and so it has been argued that an averaging quantity may be the most appropriate reference \(^?\) .

For a recent assessment of how well similar averaging effects hold for an approximate exchange–correlation functional see Refs. \(^?\). In Figure 1 we present the effective homogeneities under density scaling for a range of atomic systems, calculated in Ref. \(^?\). The quantities \( k^- \) (red), \( k^+ \) (black), and \( k^\text{av} \) (blue) are plotted for systems with increasing \( Z \). For the H atom
(Z = 1) the three effective homogeneousities coincide and all yield a value of 1. This is consistent with the homogeneity of the von Weizsäcker functional \( F \), which yields the exact non-interacting kinetic energy for one orbital systems. For \( Z = 2 \) the effective homogeneity \( k^- \) remains at 1, however, the value of \( k^+ \) is substantially higher as a result of the change from \( \mu^- \) to \( \mu^+ \) in the associated definition of \( v_T \). Interestingly, the value of \( k^{av} \) is substantially closer to, but below, 5/3.

As \( Z \) increases we see that the differences between the effective homogeneousities \( k^- \), \( k^+ \) and \( k^{av} \) decrease markedly for the closed shell systems (compare He, Ne, Be, Mg, Ar and Ca). In addition, the values appear to approach 5/3. This value is significant because in the high \( Z \) limit the zeroth order term in the gradient expansion (the Thomas–Fermi functional) becomes exact \(^2\). The homogeneity of the Thomas–Fermi functional is 5/3 and the trend towards this value is clear in Figure 1. The effective homogeneousities therefore appear to be a useful quantity for examining the properties of the non-interacting kinetic energy functional. In particular the limiting case \( Z = 1 \) where \( k = 1 \) and the approach to the asymptotic limit \( Z \rightarrow \infty \) where \( k = 5/3 \) are well captured.

The results indicate that no unique value of \( k \) can be obtained, consistent with the inhomogeneity of the non-interacting kinetic energy functional. However, for an approximation consistent with an exactly averaging \( v_T \), the values of \( k^{av} \) are remarkably consistent, being close to but just below the limiting value of 5/3 for \( Z > 1 \). Recently, we have exploited this observation \(^7\) in the development of new GGA functionals for \( T_s[\rho] \).

![Figure 1](image-url)  
**Fig. 1** Effective homogeneousities under the ensemble density scaling, for atoms in the first two rows in the Periodic Table and Ca. The results for open-shell atoms are based on the data in Ref. \(^?\). To highlight the exact asymptotic values, minor changes have been made to the figure previously published in Ref. \(^?\).

### 2.3 Comparing Orbital and Ensemble Density Scaling

We interpret the density scaling of Eq. (3) as applying to the physical density of this system, a choice must then be made as to how to map this density to an appropriate non-interacting system. In the ensemble approach, the associated non-interacting density is then composed of completely filled KS orbitals except for a, possibly degenerate, highest occupied molecular orbital with fractional occupation number

\[
\rho(r) = \sum_i n_i |\phi_i(r)|^2. \quad (24)
\]

Each orbital is normalized in the conventional manner such that \( \int |\phi|^2 dr = 1 \). Given these constraints on the occupation numbers in the ensemble approach, extra orbitals are introduced into the summation in Eq. (24) to accommodate the overall particle number change and their occupation numbers may be mapped directly to the ensemble weights in Eq. (17).

The orbital scaling approach of Ref. \(^?\) can be understood as choosing a different mapping from the physical to non-interacting KS density. In that case the occupation numbers are fixed to values of 1 but the orbitals are scaled by a factor of \( \sqrt{\gamma} \) allowing their normalization to change to \( \int |\phi|^2 dr = \gamma \). This leads to the required change in the normalization of the electronic density, whilst remaining within a pure-state framework. The resulting non-interacting density expression is then the same as would be achieved by naive application of Eq. (3) to the standard pure-state KS-DFT expression.

We note that in Ref. \(^?\), it was observed that choosing \( k = 1 \) in Eq. (33) of Ref. \(^?\),

\[
k^{-}_{rs} = \frac{T_s[\rho] - \sum_i e_i}{T_s[\rho]} + \mu - N, \quad (25)
\]

and solving for \( \mu \),

\[
\mu = \frac{\sum_i e_i}{N}, \quad (26)
\]

the average orbital energy is recovered. In an attempt to reconcile the results from both approaches it was suggested that \( \mu \) should not be chosen as the chemical potential. This value of \( \mu \) has also been considered elsewhere in the literature and is no longer considered appropriate, see for instance Ref. \(^?\) and references therein. Whilst this value of \( \mu \) is consistent with a homogeneous value of \( k = 1 \) the manipulation above mixes two different approaches each with different choices for the Kohn–Sham system associated with the scaled electronic density and different choices of non-interacting kinetic energy functional. As such, the choice \( k^{-}_{rs} = 1 \) does not reflect the homogeneity of the non-interacting kinetic energy functional in the ensemble density scaling context where \( -I \leq \mu \leq -A \).
3 Conclusion

In this work we have highlighted the inherent ambiguity associated with scaling relations based purely on the electronic density. When employing these relations, which do not preserve the particle number normalization, in the context of Kohn–Sham theory ancillary definitions are required to specify the type of Kohn–Sham approach considered. We have examined two different choices, which we referred to as orbital scaling and ensemble density scaling.

The implications of these choices for considering the properties of the non-interacting kinetic functional were reviewed. In particular, the different definitions of $T_s[\rho]$ within each approach were highlighted and their associated homogeneity properties discussed in detail. The homogeneity of degree 1 under the orbital scaling approach was shown to arise from the fact that the kinetic energy operator is a linear operator. Whilst interesting this property provides little information that may be applied in the construction of new density-functional approximations for $T_s[\rho]$.

In contrast, the ensemble density scaling approach can be associated directly with the ensemble Levy–Lieb definition of the universal density functional. The ensemble approach has long been used to give insight into the properties of the exchange–correlation functional in DFT, particularly with respect to its derivative discontinuity associated with a change in particle number. The relations used in the present work are consistent with this view of KS-DFT, but instead focus on the behaviour of the non-interacting kinetic energy contribution. As such the derived relations may be of use in developing approximate functional forms, just as those derived for the exchange–correlation energy have proven. A GGA type functional based on the observed inhomogeneity of the $T_s[\rho]$ functional has already been constructed in Ref. and shown to have favourable properties when describing molecular systems. There are of course many avenues for incorporating this new information in addition to important existing constraints and investigation of further improved $T_s[\rho]$ functionals is underway.
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